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Thl« papar describe* the application of object-
oriented programing to the simulation of
continuous/discrete procauai such as nuclaar power
plants. Systems are modeled using this technique as a
collecclon of objacta that communicate by passing
messages, which invoke methods that describe the scat*
and dynamic behavior of objects. The objects
themselves generally correspond to actual plant
components, thus minimizing the representational
alsmatch between actual and modeled systems and
facilitating their validation.

Savaral concapts of objact-oriented programming,
In particular classes, inheritance, and message
pasting, have pcovad to be vary useful for simulation.
The use of thasa faaturaa ara discussed and
Illustrated wlch examples.

TwjmnnoCTIOel

The potanclal for damage In nuclaar plants makes
it iaparatlva to rely on simulators to train
operators, evaluate the safety Implications of
failures, and taac naw strategies for control and
operator aids prior to their Implementation In an
actual plant. Simulators combine the solution of
continuous events described by sats of differential
equations governing the physics of processes (such aa
thermal fluid dynamics) with discrete events that
could be Initiated by the operator or tha automatic
control/protection systems, or that could ba unplanned
(spurious valve openings and closings, component
trips, plpa ruptures, etc.). Tha focus of tha work
described hara has baan development of a almulaclon
package for Interactive simulation design with runtime
reconflgurability capabilities and easa of validation,
verification, and recycling. This effort emanated
from tha stated naad, the frustrating experience with
advanced modular modelling systems, and tha
realization that the object-oriented paradigm was
Ideally tailored for tha task.

HOCTAHHIWC

Object-oriented programing (Cox 1986, Thompson
1987) Is baaed on a hierarchical classification of
procedures and data that allows the modeling of
systems in terms of objects and actions on objects.
Objects ara grouped Into classes that define the
Internal characteristic* and the external behavior of
similar objacta. A class specifies sets of parameters
and procedures privy to objects of the class. Classes
can ba created from existing classes by inheritance.
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Overruling mechanisms permit control, of the mixing of
parameters and procedures for the new composite
classee.

The private aat of parameters of a class is
referred to as Its "Instance variables." Each object
has its own private aet of values for Its class
instance variables. The Instance variables of an
object cannot be changed or accessed by any other
object without sending an explicit massage to the
object. As a result an object hue full control of its
data. This helps ensure data Integrity and coda
traceability.

The private set of proceduraa of a class is
referred to as Its "methods" and procedure application
is rafarrad to aa "massage" passing. All objects of
tha sam* class share tha same methods, i.e., respond
similarly to tha ssaa messages. Interaction between
objects occurs by message paaalng. A message consists
of a directive and data. Whan an object racaivaa •
message, the message is unified with tha corresponding
procedur* in tha class to which cha object belongs and
la executed In tha object'a private Instance variable
environment.

Host object-oriented programming environments
provide so-called "demons* which permit modification
of tha normal behavior of a procedure or method upon
occurrence of a condition. The programmer can
literally give advice to a method before, after, and
during Its axeeutlon, thus dynamically affecting its
behavior by modifying tha lrput parameters it seea,
tha result it returna, and its Internal operation.
This is a powerful mechanism for debugging and
monitoring performance.

DESCtlPTIOH

At tha core of tha simulation package is a
library of clasa definitions and associated methods. -
The classaa of objects we have created so far
correspond to five major catagoriea:

(1) basic components readily Identified with actual
physical plant components such aa pumps, pipes,
and valves;

(2) basic abstract components ralatad to the laws of
physics such aa heat sources, heat sinks, and
material propartlea;

(3) system abstractions such as flow loops and pipe
networks;

(4) discrete event schedulers such as alarm, trip,
and control actuators; and

<5) simulation control and interface objects.
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In mosc cases, the bulk of the objects needed for
the simulation are from the first category, basic
components. The user creates these objects by
"filling in the blanks" of generic templates defined
by the class definitions. Usually, the information
required to create a basic component object is limited
to specifying its physical characteristics, such as
volume or characteristic performance curves, and the
names of objects its connected to. This information
is generally readily available fron pla schematics
and daca sheecs.

Ir i> at timts advantageous Co usa objaccs iron
che second category in placa of a basic component.
For example, whan •initiating a nuclear raactor with a
specified povar laval, it i* easier to usa a "haat
source* objact than a "nuclaar fuel" objact as tha
lattar doas not taka powar »a an Input but rathar
computes It from cora reactivity and control rod
position.

Systaa abstraction objects are useful for
creating generalized nethods for operating on groups
of related objects. These classes of objects are
especially Important when dealing with tightly coupled
systana, where simulation by slnpla massage passing
between components can lead to numerical
Instabilities.

The ataulatlon package has baen implemented on a
Lisp Machine ualng the FLAVORS object-oriented
language (Stallman, Weinreb, and Moon 1984). The
iiulcicasking Lisp environment with Its Interactive
symbolic and procedural capabilities and Incremental
compilation, Is Ideal for object-oriented programming.
The interactive nature of the environment permits the
usar to taka actions (fall components, create
transients, change control algorithms, take control
actions, switch numerical techniques, change
Integration steps, etc.) whila the simulation runs
nerely by sanding appropriate nessagea to the
concerned objecta.

Classes are defined In the FLAVORS system with
the defflavor procedure, as Illustrated in the
following definition of the basic component clasa
"VALVE."

(dafflavor VALVE
(name ;
lnlet-connecclon
outlet-connection
(valve-position 1.0)
volume-flow-rate)
(GENERIC-COMPONENT) ;

:gettabla ;
:settable
:lnlccable)

; define class
; list of Instance variables

list of parent classes
Instance variable options

An existing clasa can be used to create new classes
via tha Inheritance nechanlsn, for example:

(dafflavor FLOW-C0NTROL-VALVE
(cvaax
pressure-drop)
(VALVE)

:gettable
:settable
:inlttable).

The FLOW-CONTROL-VALVE class inherits all instance
variables of the class VALVE and adds two new
variables, cvaax and pressure-drop. Just as

important, all methods of class VALVE are also
inherited (unless explicitly overridden). The
inheritance mechanism can be used to create very
general mechods applicable to many classes of objects.
An example of the usefulness of this property follows.

A number of methods are automatically created if
at the time the class is defined the :gettable,
:settable and/or :inittable options are specified.
These automatically generated methods can be inherited
and at tines there is a need to override or nodlfy
then. For instance, the nethod :set-valve-position
needs to account for the physical constraint that
valve positions Bust renain between fully closed and
fully open. The following "after" demon is activated
every time the set-valve-poaltlon nethod is executed
and modifies the valve setting when it is out of
bounds.

(def method (VALVE :AFTER :Set-valve-posicion)
(&rest Ignore)

(when (or (> valve-position 1.0)
(< valve-poaition 0.0))

(satf Valve-Position
(If (mlnuap valva-position)

0.0
1.0))))

Protecting the valve position from being set to
unpyhslcal values at tha level of the generic class
VALVE implicitly protects all classes derived from the
valve class through che inheritance mechanism.

A class definition can be thought of u a generic
template which can be used to create any number of
object* simply by assigning them unique names and
supplying values, aa necessary, for the instance
variables. The following code, for example, creates
and initializes an object of type FLOW-CONTROL-VALVE
with the name LETDOWN-VALVE.

(setf LETDOWN-VALVE
(make-Instance 'FLOW-CONTROL-VALVE

:inlet-connection 'primary-system
•outlet-connection 'cleanup-system
:cvmax .6))

We have used the simulation package to nodel the
100-HW(th) HFIR reactor located at tha Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. As an illustrative exanpla we
present the simulation of the flow and preasure
dynamics for tha simplified HFIR primary coolant loop
shown in Figure 1. The steps taken to build the
simulation were *» follows:

(1) create basic component objects

(2) consolidate basic component objects into
a system-level abstraction object

(3) add control and I/O objects.

Basic Components

The basic components of the primary cooling
systen are a heat source representing the miclear
fuel; a heat sink representing the secondary system;
a punp representing the reactor cooling system pumps
(RCS), which provide the driving head for the coolant
to flow in the loop; a pump representing the
pressurizer system (PS) pumps, which pressurize the
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The equation for Loop flow rate is derived by
integrating the fluid momentum equation around che
loop yielding:

dO.
dt a 2 aPL(Q)

i

where

Q is che loop averaged volumetric flow rate,
a is a geometric parameter,
£>?l is the pressure drop across component i.

Dlscretlzing this aquation in tin* with an explicit
Integration schema leads Co:

Qn+1 . Qn + ( a E A

Figure 1. Siaplified HFIR Prlaary Coolant Loop.

loop to prevent boiling; a valve that represent* the
letdown valve used to control che loop pressure by
relieving coolant frooj tha loop as needed; and a
series of fluid volumes (pipes).

Hydraulic L O O P

To slomlate che flow and pressure dynamic* of the
coolant loop it proved convenient Co create a system-
level class HYDRAULIC-LOOP (rather than treating the
basic component objects individually). This class was
created as a subclass of TANK with special instance
variables and aechods for computing che flow rat* In
closed fluid loops. The operations to be performed on
an object of the class HYDRAULIC-LOOP at each
simulation Clae stap are

(1) do a aass/anersy balance
(2) compute the loop pressure, and
(3) coapuce the loop flow rate.

Expressed In che FLAVORS syntax these operations are
triggered by the following code:

(send HFIR :aass-energy-ba!ance dt}
(sand HFIR :compute-pressure)
(sand HFIR :compute-flow-rate dt)

where HFIR is an Instance of the class HYDRAULIC-LOOP
and dt is the integration ciae step. The aeehods
mass-energy-balance, .-coapute-pressure, and :compute -
flow-rate are described below.

In performing the mass/energy balance and
pressure computations the priaary loop is treated as a
large tank with homogenous properties. The methods
for these computations were Inherited froa the TANK
class, which had already bean defined and validated.
The aethod :mass-energy-balance sends messages to each
object connected to the loop (in this case the
pressurizer-puap and letdown-valve) requesting their
associated flow rates and enthalpies, and to each heat
source/sink requesting its power level. The total
mass and energy in the loop is then updated via
Euler integration. The method :compute-pressure
computes the systea average pressure from the state
equation of the fluid based on che total mass and
energy in the loop.

where n denoces che clae step. This relation is
incorporated into che aethod :compete-flow-rate of the
class HYDRAULIC-LOOP as follows:

(defaethod (HYDRAULIC-LOOP .compute-flow-rate)
(dc &aux (sua 0.0))

(lncf vol-flow-raca
(dollst (c components sua)

(lncf sum
(send c :coapute-presaure-drop)))))

As can be seen, thlt method Implies that each of che
basic components comprising hydraulic*loops (pumps,
valves, etc.) must accept the message :compute-
pressure-drop. This is Indeed the case, although the
response to this aessage Is different for each class
(I.e., each class has Its own method for the aessage
:compute-pressure-drop).

An important aspect of object-oriented
programming, known as polymorphism, is Illustrated by
chl* procedure. Polymorphism Is the property that
allows Che same name (e.g. :compute-pressure-drop) to
be attached to different procedures. This property
permits very general aathoda to be defined without
specifying the particular object types referenced by
those method*. In che case above, it allows new types
of objects to be created and added to che loop *M
nesded without nodlfylng the aethod :coapute-flow-
rate of class HYDRAULIC-LOOP, the only requireaent
being that the new object accept the message :compute -
pressure-drop.

Simulation control
t

A nuaber of classes have been created for
controlling simulations and Interfacing wich the user.
Aaong them are che TIMER class, which keeps track of
elapsed tine and the tlae step of integration, and the
STRIP-CHART class, which provides continuously updated
plots of process variables as the simulation is
running. The actual run of a simulation is controlled
by an object of the class "SIMULATOR." This class
contains instance variables and methods for
initialising and executing a simulation and for
controlling the screen I/O. The simulation is
advanced over time by looping continuously through a
list of user defined procedures, which in the example
above would be ((send HFIR :mass-energy-balance dt)
(send HFIR : coapute-pressure) (send HFIR .-compute-
flow-rate dt)).



CONCLUSIONS

Our experience has led us to conclude chat
objecc-oriented programming is a powerful cool for
the simulation of power planes based on the following
considerations.

The representation of the plant as a collection
of objects such as pumps and valves narrows the
representational gap between engineering
knowledge and the siaulation prograa.

The aessage passing technique of cooounlcation
between objects guarantees data integrity for the
instance variables and provides flexibility for
dynaalc siaulation, reconfiguration, and discrete
event siaulation

Inheritance can be exploited to great benefit,
allowing previously validated nodules to ba

extended and applied to new problems,
reduces duplication o£ code.

This

In addition, we feel chac the LISP environment is
ideal for object oriented simulation because of its
symbolic manipulation capabilities, incremental
compiler, rich debugging, windowing, and graphics
tools, and ics overall interactive nature.
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